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ABSTRACT
One of the key benefits of voice-based personal assistants is the
potential to proactively recommend relevant and interesting infor-
mation. One of the most valuable sources of such information is
the News. However, in order for the user to hear the news that
is useful and relevant to them, it must be recommended in an in-
teresting and informative way. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, how to present a news item for a voice-based recommenda-
tion remains an open question. In this paper, we empirically com-
pare different ways of recommending news, or specific news items,
in a voice-based conversational setting. Specifically, we study the
user engagement and satisfaction with five different variants of
presenting news recommendations: (1) a generic news briefing; (2)
news about a specific entity relevant to the current conversation;
(3) news about an entity from a past conversation; (4) news on a
trending news topic; and (5) the default - a suggestion to talk about
news in general. Our results show that entity-based news recom-
mendations exhibit 29% higher acceptance compared to briefing
recommendations, and almost 100% higher acceptance compared
to recommending generic or trending news. Our investigation into
the presentation of news recommendations and the resulting in-
sights could make voice assistants more informative and engaging.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Voice-based personal assistants can serve as a medium for getting
useful and interesting information in a timely and convenient man-
ner. One of their key benefits is their ability to proactively update
the user about new political developments, sports events, weather,
and a variety of other topics that might be relevant to them. News
is one of the most important sources of useful information. How-
ever, in order for the user to hear the news relevant to them, it
must be recommended in an interesting way.
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An instance of such a recommendation can be seen in the exam-
ple conversation between a user and an open-domain voice-based
conversational agent in Table 1. The user talks to the agent about a
recent movie, andwhen the user loses interest in discussingmovies,
the system recommends a trending technology story to engage the
user in hearing the news.
Bot : Hey, did you see the recent movie Joker?
User: Yes, I loved it. It’s pretty awesome.
Bot : That’s nice. I’m guessing you like superhero movies?
User: Not really, but Joker is just on another level. Loved the
character and the aesthetic.
Bot : I see. Would you like to talk about other movies like
the Joker?
User: I don’t want to talk about movies.
Bot : There is a trending technology story about
Apple’s new AirPods Pro. Want to hear it?
User: Yes.
Bot : Wired on Oct 28th reported: Apple revealed a new
version of AirPods on its website today, adding the
totally wire-free headphones to its list of products.
I have more news on this topic. Would you like to hear?
Table 1: Example human-machine conversation. The con-
versational agent recommends news as the next topic by
proposing a trending technology news. (Note: This is not a
conversation from an Alexa user.)
Our work is complementary to the task of which item to recom-
mend. Instead, we study an important problem of how to present
a news item in a voice-based conversational setting. To answer
this question, we experimented with different ways of suggesting
news as the next topic to initiate a conversation about news in a
large scale user study with live Alexa users. In particular, we study
the user engagement and satisfaction with five different methods
of presenting news recommendations: (1) offering a generic news
briefing; (2) proposing to talk about an entity from the current con-
versation; (3) proposing to talk about an entity from the user’s past
conversations; (4) offering news on a trending news topic; and (5)
a generic suggestion to talk about news without a specific entity
or topic.
Our results show that entity-based news recommendations have
29%higher acceptance compared to briefing recommendations, and
almost 100% higher acceptance compared to recommending trend-
ing news. Furthermore, we found that recommending news on an
entity that the user has shown interest in, leads to significantly
higher likelihood of the user hearing the news. In summary, our
contributions include:
Type Description Examples
Generic Proposing to talk about news without a specific en-
tity/headline.
"There is so much going on in the world. Would you like
to talk about the news?
Trending News Proposing to tell news on a trending topic from Bing
News/Google Trends.
"How about a recent sports story titled "Astros solidify
comeback". Want to hear it?"
"There is a trending technology story about Apple Air-
Pods Pro. Want to hear it?"
News Briefing Proposing to provide a 45-second summary of the news
from Reuters.
"I prepared a 45-second overview of the news for you.
Want to hear it?"
Entity based (Cur-
rent Conversation)
Proposing to tell news about the user’s favorite sports team
(if they mentioned it earlier), or any entity that the user
asked a question about. (How old is the Dalai Lama?)
"Do you want to hear the latest sports updates on your
favorite team?"
Entity based (Past
Conversation)
Proposing to tell news about an entity mentioned by the
user in past conversations.
"Last time we spoke, you mentioned Imagine Dragons.
Would you like to hear the latest news on Imagine Drag-
ons?"
Table 2: Five different news recommendation types defined after analyzing commonnews-related queries issued to our system.
• Collating the different options for presenting news recom-
mendations in an open-domain conversational agent.
• Defining the evaluation metrics for quantifying the effec-
tiveness of different presentation conditions for conversa-
tional news recommendation.
• Reporting on a large-scale empirical evaluation of conversa-
tional news recommendation with real users.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first large-scale,
empirical evaluation of different variations of presenting news rec-
ommendation in a conversational setting. As our results show, the
presentation of the news recommendation has a significant effect
on recommendation acceptance, and some effect on subsequent
user satisfactionwith the conversational system, suggesting promis-
ing directions for future work.
The next section briefly talks about the related work to place
our contributions in context.
2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we first present an overview of previous literature
on general news recommendation. Then, we present approaches
related to conversational news recommendation, followed bywork
on understanding user behaviors to evaluate conversational sys-
tems.
2.1 News Recommendation
Recommendation systems have a long tradition of literature since
these systems arewidely used in popular applications like e-commerce,
video and streaming platforms, and web search. For web-based
news recommendation systems like Google News and Bing web
search portal, collaborative filtering [3, 9] and hybrid methods [8]
are proposed to profile users based on their clicks and offer person-
alized recommendations.
2.2 News Dialogue Systems
Yoshino et al. [10] proposed a conversational news navigation sys-
tem, which offers news headlines one by one, and reads out the
full news article or answers questions about it depending on the
user query. However, this kind of presentation is not feasible in an
open-domain conversational agent.
From our examination of logs of user conversations with our
system, we found that all news-related queries belonged to one of
the following main categories:
(1) News from a particular category: "Tell me the latest sports
news."
(2) News about a specific entity: "Tell me some news about the
New England Patriots."
(3) A news briefing: "Give me my news briefing."
(4) Generic: "Let’s talk about the news."
In addition, we observed that returning users commonly men-
tion entities from their past conversations. Based on these obser-
vations, we defined five different ways of presenting news recom-
mendations in an open-domain conversational agent, summarized
in Table 2.
2.3 Measuring Satisfaction and Engagement in
Conversational Agents
Traditional IR systems have been evaluated by studying user be-
haviors using well-known metrics such as click-through, dwell-
times and touch features [4, 7]. For evaluating conversational sys-
tems,metrics like task-completion rate and direct user ratings have
been used [5–7]. While these studies primarily focus on predicting
offline (session-level) user satisfaction, Choi et al. in [2] proposed
a neural model that predicts both online and offline satisfaction
labels. We will use their model, ConvSAT, to define a metric to
evaluate user satisfaction with different types of news recommen-
dations.
3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first give an overview of the open-domain con-
versational agent that was used for our experiments. We then pro-
vide details of the news component of the system which is respon-
sible for answering news-related queries and making news recom-
mendations.
3.1 Conversational Agent Overview
This study was performed as part of a naturalistic assessment of
open-domain conversational systems, organized by the Amazon
Alexa Prize Conversational AI challenge. AmazonAlexa customers
were randomly assigned to each participating system, and could
converse on a wide range of topics. At the end of the conversa-
tion, the customer could optionally leave a rating (1.0-5.0) and an
optional comment feedback.
Our goal was to develop a conversational agent that helps the
user be informed about the world around them, while being en-
tertained and engaged. Our agent incorporated real-time search,
informed advice, and latest news into the conversation, by attempt-
ing to discuss and share information on relevant latest topics and
opinions in the News, Sports, Entertainment, and general knowl-
edge. The detailed description of the agent architecture, dialogue
management and response ranking and generation can be found
in our technical report [1].
The system could handle 8 major topics namely Movies, Mu-
sic, News, Pets, Sports, Travel, Games and Cars. Each of these top-
ics was handled by a domain-specific component or "mini-skill",
whichwould keep the user engaged in the same domain, e.g. movies,
as shown in the example conversation in Table 1. If the user lost
interest in the topic, or the component failed to give a satisfactory
response, a new topic or component would be suggested to the
user. The same component was not recommended again until all
the other components had already been recommended once to the
user. For example, if the user is first recommended a news briefing,
they will not be recommended news again until they have been
recommended movies, music, travel and all the other topics.
3.2 News-Oriented Conversational Agent
Data Sources: The following API were used for crawling news ar-
ticles and online news retrieval to provide news to the user.
• Microsoft Bing News search API: 1: Given a topic, the API re-
turns a list of news headlines, a short snippet from the start
of the article, source, and date of publication. The API also
provides trending news organized by category, like sports
or politics.
• Reuters RSS Feed: We crawl the daily news briefing from
Reuters. Each story in the briefing is shortened to one or
two sentences, so that the briefing can be read out to the
user in about 45 seconds.
News retrieval: If news on a trending topic or entity is recommended
and the user accepts the recommendation, we query Bing News
API for news on the trending topic or entity. We then keep offer-
ing more news on the topic or entity as in the conversation in Table
1 till the user refuses, or changes the subject from news to some-
thing else. If the user accepts the News Briefing recommendation,
we return the daily news briefing crawled from Reuters, and then
ask the user if they want to continue talking about the news. If
the user accepts the generic news recommendation, we ask them
to pick a category from sports, politics, technology and other, and
then provide trending news from that category.
We describe our analysis of these methods in Section 5.
1https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/cognitive-services/bing-news-search-api
4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
4.1 Dataset Overview
Our conversational systemwas deployed as part of theAmazon Alexa Prize Challenge 2018
as mentioned in Section 3. The results are based on a total of 6994
conversations spread across June 2018 to August 2018, in which
news was recommended at least once.
4.2 Online Satisfaction Annotation
We used the pretrained ConvSAT[2] model for predicting the prob-
ability of the user being satisfied at the end of the conversation,
given the conversation upto an intermediate turn. The model pro-
posed in the paper was trained to predict satisfaction labels for
the same conversational agent which we used for conducting our
experiments[1]. As discussed in [2], the model achieved 1.072 root
mean squared error (RMSE) and 0.772 mean absolute error (MAE)
on a human-annotated test dataset.
4.3 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the different formulations of news recommendations
on the following four metrics.
Acceptance Rate. We define the acceptance rate of a formula-
tion of news recommendation as the fraction of times the user ex-
plicitly accepted that type of recommendation.
Post-Recommendation Interruption Rate. This metric indi-
cates the fraction of times the user asked to end the conversation
at the turn when a recommendation of that formulation was made.
Post-RecommendationUser Engagement. Wedefine post rec-
ommendation user engagement as the average number of turns for
which the user engaged with the news component after accepting
that formulation of recommendation.
Post-Recommendation User Satisfaction. We used the user-
satisfactionmodel described in [2] tomeasure post-recommendation
user satisfaction. The model gives the probability of the user being
satisfied at the end of the conversation given the conversation upto
an intermediate turn. We used it to measure the probability of sat-
isfaction at the turn when news was recommended and the turn
after it. We define a formulation’s post recommendation user satis-
faction as the fraction of times the probability of satisfaction was
higher after the recommendation than before.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first investigate the recommendation acceptance rate (Section
5.1) for different presentation conditions, which is indicative of
how effective the presentation is in getting the user interested in
news. Once the recommendation has been accepted, we analyze
its post-recommendation user engagement (Section 5.2) and post-
recommendationuser engagement satisfaction (Section 5.3).We then
look at the post-recommendation interruption rate (Section 5.4) to
see if the presentation can ever be detrimental to the user experi-
ence.
5.1 Recommendation Acceptance Rate
As Table 3 indicates, recommendations based on entitiesmentioned
by the user in the current conversation have a significantly higher
acceptance rate compared to other types (improvement of 97.3%
and 111% over baseline). For returning users, the rate of accep-
tance of news on past entities is also significantly high. Trending
news recommendation, on the other hand, shows little improve-
ment (not statistically significant) over the generic news recom-
mendation. The reason for that is the user is unlikely to knowwhat
a trending news headline is about, and those recommendations of-
ten fail to get the user interested in news if they don’t want to hear
the trending news in general.
New Nnew Returning Nret
Entity (curr) 0.53 (+133%) 1516 0.49 (+97.3%) 221
Entity (past) N/A N/A 0.53 (+111%) 34
News Briefing 0.41 (+80.8%) 6939 0.36 (+44.7%) 1161
Trending News 0.24 (+6.9%) 7202 0.23 (-7.2%) 69
Generic 0.23 3865 0.25 52
Table 3: Recommendation acceptance rates for all formula-
tions for new and returning users, with relative improve-
ments over the generic news recommendation.
5.2 Post-Recommendation User Engagement
New Nnew Returning Nret
Entity (curr) 1.85 (-43.5%) 807 1.70 (-48.7% 109
Entity (past) N/A N/A 1.55 (-53.0%) 18
News Briefing 1.74 (-46.7%) 2866 1.95 (-40.9%) 420
Trending News 1.98 (-39.37%) 1759 1 (-69.8%) 16
Generic 3.27 883 3.30 13
Table 4: Post-recommendation user engagement for all for-
mulations for new and returning users, with relative im-
provements over the generic news recommendation.
As Table 4 shows, generic recommendations have the highest num-
ber of follow-on turns. A possible reason for that is that users who
accept the generic news recommendation are the ones who are ac-
tually interested in the news as a whole and not just specific topics.
Also, the generic recommendation is followed by the bot asking the
user to pick a category or topic of interest, which leads the user to
engage for at least one more turn.
Although trending news topics have low acceptance rates, they
have higher post-recommendation engagement compared to entity-
based recommendations. ( p value = 1.8∗10−36). That is because for
entity-based recommendation, news component will return some
recent news about the entity mentioned by the user, but the trend-
ing news is more likely to be interesting.
5.3 Post-Recommendation User Satisfaction
New Nnew Returning Nret
Entity (curr) 0.90 (-7.4%) 807 0.88 (-11.0%) 109
Entity (past) N/A N/A 1.0 (0.0%) 18
News Briefing 0.90 (-8.0%) 2866 0.85 (-14.0%) 420
Trending News 0.94 (-3.54%) 1759 0.66 (-33.3%) 16
Generic 0.98 883 1.0 13
Table 5: Post-recommendation user satisfaction for all for-
mulations for new and returning users, with relative im-
provements over the generic news recommendation.
The generic news recommendation causes increase in immediate
satisfaction the most number of times, possibly because users who
accept the suggestion have prior interest in news.
5.4 Post-Recommendation Interruption Rate
New Nnew Returning Nret
Entity (curr) 0.03 (-51.4%) 807 0.02 (-41.2%) 109
Entity (past) N/A N/A 0.0 (-100%) 18
News Briefing 0.07 (+0.1%) 2866 0.06 (+59%) 420
Trending News 0.07 (-5.28%) 1759 0.0 (-100%) 16
Generic 0.07 883 0.04 13
Table 6: Post-recommendation interruption rate for all for-
mulations for new and returning users, with relative im-
provements over the generic news recommendation.
As Table 6 shows, entity-based recommendation has the lowest
post-recommendation interruption rate. Users very rarely end the
conversation on being offered news on an entity that they expressed
interest in during the current conversation. Although News Brief-
ing recommendation has relatively high acceptance rate, it also has
the most interruption. Users generally find news briefings useful.
However, because the experiments were conducted with a "social-
bot"many userswere not interested in a 45-second long news brief-
ing.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In order to engage a user about news, a conversational system
needs to proactively suggest news to the user first. To the best of
our knowledge, this was the first study comparing the effective-
ness of different options of presenting news recommendation in a
conversational setting.We proposed four quantitativeways of eval-
uating news recommendation, specifically designed for the conver-
sational setting, and evaluated multiple presentation methods on
thousands of conversations with real users. Our results showed
that there is a significant difference in how users respond to differ-
ent presentation styles, with the proposedmetrics emphasizing dif-
ferent aspects of the system performance. In particular, high accep-
tance rate of news recommendations on entities from a user’s past
conversation indicates that users retain interest in the topics they
like across conversations and tend towant to hear updates on them.
Trending news is more likely to be relevant to the user compared
to news on an entity. But acceptance is higher for entity-based rec-
ommendations. That suggests that the representation affects ac-
ceptance in addition to the quality of recommendations. In future
work, we plan to investigate how to better identify the news items
to recommend based on the user’s conversational history and long
term profile, and how to engage the user in a conversation about a
news topic after the initial news item was accepted. Together, our
results, evaluation metrics, and analysis provide valuable insights
into improving conversational news recommendation, and more
generally information-oriented conversational agents.
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